Psychiatry Residency Training Program
Comp Day Policy & Form
(Updated 6-5-14)

Resident Name: ______________________ Date Worked: ______________________

Check one:

- Worked on a State holiday
- Worked past 3pm rounding on the inpatient units on a weekend (on-service only.)

Resident Signature: ______________________  Attending Signature: ______________________

For tracking purposes, give this form to Theresa Barnes within 1 week of earning the comp day.

Comp Day Policy
Residents working off service on holidays are eligible for comp days. Residents may ask the scheduling chief or program director to sign their forms although the person signing off may require that the resident produce evidence of having worked the day(s) in question. This can often be confirmed by SIMON or AMION. Comp days will not be awarded for regular weekend rounds on off-service rotations.

Comp days can still be earned on psych rotations (on-service) for working holidays and working past 3pm rounding on the inpatient units on weekends. This traditionally has meant that rounds must be going on until 3pm to get the comp day not simply the resident finishing up other unit related work until 3pm. Only 10 comp days may be redeemed per year with the exception of additional superbuddy comp days for PG4s (and higher) as noted below.

Superbuddy Comp Day Policy
In order to continue to support the educational goals and high training standards we strive to uphold, superbuddy comp day forms are now made available to be redeemed hour for hour in exchange for the worked hours. This is available to PG4s (and PG5s if interested) who volunteer to work either superbuddy shifts (typically from 5p to about 1 or 2am for total of 8-9h or 1 business day) or the annual resident retreat covering call shifts (either JAR or SAR). These can be awarded above the 10 allowed “traditional” comp days that are allowed per year however they are also limited to only 10 per year. Child fellows are allowed to take 1 superbuddy shift for a comp day however this is strictly optional per Dr. Kruesi.